A sign explains Yellowstone
Kelly and his grave at Swords
Park overlooking Billings and
the Yellowstone Valley.
LARRY MAYER/

ABOVE: Kelly during an exploration to Alaska. RIGHT: In
letter to state ofﬁcials, Kelly noted, “My body will rest
better in Montana.” Kelly died in 1929 and was interned
at the top of Kelly Mountain, in what is now Swords Park.
COURTESY PHOTOS

A vivid legacy

taining the site at the level they’d promised. Lat- of Kelly’s life, his portrayals, like those of
er, in the 1950s, the Rims in general became de- the 50s, tended to say more about the 20th
century than about Kelly.
Kelly’s story differs from that of contemporar- crepit and the grave itself was vandalized.
ies such as William F. “Buffalo Bill” Cody in that
he was never a dime-novel hero. His exploits, little
exaggerated during his lifetime, were confirmed
when his memoir was published by the esteemed
Meanwhile, Kelly’s story also became mudNow Kelly’s legacy is coming home.
Yale University Press. Thus in 1929 when Billings dled. A 1957 novel and 1959 movie portrayed
Using Kelly’s motto “briskly venture, briskgave Kelly a funeral parade and sendoff, it was him as a romantic cowboy hero, fighting Indi- ly roam” (a quote from Goethe), the Billings
honoring a man who’d gained fame for his char- ans. Rumor has it that John Wayne was set to Chamber of Commerce seeks to develop Kelly
acter rather than his showmanship.
portray Kelly, with John Ford to direct, until an- Mountain into an interpretive site linked to the
I. D. O’Donnell, a city father, donated other project lured them away. Instead starring beautiful trails in Swords Rimrock Park. With
the land he named Kelly Mountain for the a heavily-pomaded Clint Walker, the movie is recent donations including $80,000 from Philgravesite—the idea being that solitude-lov- hard to watch today, with its native characters lips 66 and $50,000 from the City of Billings, the
ing Kelly would prefer more elbow room than portrayed by black-haired white folks speaking plans are gaining momentum.
he could get at the Boot Hill cemetery at the as woodenly as possible.
From Kelly Mountain, you can look down
mountain’s base.
But, it kept Kelly’s name alive. So did the on the city of Billings and see all that it has beBut because Kelly’s exploits were at that point ribald 1980s and 90s novels by Livingston’s come since Kelly’s time. Or you can look up at
so un-romanticized, they tended to fade from Peter Bowen, which the publisher describes the Beartooths, the Pryors and the plains—all
memory. Within ten years Kelly’s widow was as “rip-roaring” and “told with an amoral the glory that it was while Kelly ventured and
asking Billings officials why they weren’t main- panache.” Although Bowen used the bones roamed.

Hollywood portrayal

R.I.P. Yellowstone Kelly
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LUTHER SAGE “YELLOWSTONE” KELLY

INTERPRETIVE SITE

L

ed by the Billings Chamber of Commerce, an effort is underway to raise
funds for constructing a new Luther
Sage “Yellowstone” Kelly Interpretive
Site in Swords Rimrock Park.
Kelly, a veteran of three wars and
army scout, spent his youth exploring
Montana and the American West. As
the frontier gave way to progress, Kelly’s exploits took him elsewhere – but his affinity for
Montana remained.
In accordance with his wish to be buried in
Montana, Kelly was interred atop the rims overlooking the Yellowstone Valley with full military
honors in June
1929. Over time,
the gravesite deteriorated – a victim of vandalism
Please consider donating
and inattention.
to the Luther Sage
“Almost
90
“Yellowstone” Kelly
years ago the
Interpretive site today.
Donations can be made
Billings Chamber
by logging on to www.
and the State of
yellowstonekelly.org.
Montana agreed
Or, for more information
to provide a ficontact the Billings
nal resting place
Chamber of Commerce at
406-255-4111.
for Luther Sage
‘Yellowstone’ Kelly,” noted John
Brewer, executive director of The Billings
Chamber. “We made promises, and it’s time to
bring dignity and honor to his legacy.”
According to Brewer, the site will memorialize Kelly’s life in a series of interpretive panels. In
addition, there will be companion panels honoring the region’s frontier heritage.
“We see a few parallels between Yellowstone Kelly and Buffalo Bill Cody,” said Brewer.
Though far less flamboyant than Cody, Kelly was
acquainted with Cody and Teddy Roosevelt. As a

INFO
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A photograph of Luther Sage “Yellowstone” Kelly’s burial is displayed during a ceremony honoring Kelly at his
grave site in Swords Park in 2013. The current site has deteriorated over time. CASEY PAGE

historical figure, Kelly resonates with Billings
in the same way Buffalo Bill resonates with
Cody, Wyo. That connection, Brewer asserts, is
an important piece of the region’s history.
Once completed, the interpretive site will
give visitors an opportunity to explore that frontier heritage. The site will also connect to the
city’s Heritage Trail System.
“In the big picture, the Yellowstone Kelly Interpretive Center will not only be a wonderful
stop along the trail, but it helps tell the story of
who we are,” Brewer said. That story, he added,
can help elevate Billings in the minds of visitors.

Your Donation Will Help

To date, slightly more than half of
the $500,000 cost for the project has been
raised.
“We’ve had major donations, including
$80,000 from Phillips 66, as well as many modest
donations from individuals, which underscores
the broad support for this project from the community,” Brewer said.
The Chamber hopes to have 100 percent of
the money raised in the next six months in order
to break ground – and they would like your help.

Rendering of proposed Luther Sage “Yellowstone” Kelly Interpretive Site
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